Abstract: Shotgun proteomics experiments often provide a big amount of spectra data; however, a big part of them remain unidentified. Many unidentified spectra that are high probably from peptides could be revealed by data mining methods such as clustering. This idea motivates researchers to build 'spectral archives' to identify more peptides from the previously analysed resources. The objective is to build a general way to identify peptides for these high possibility spectra in spectral archives, to help biologists to get more output from the data. We here propose a novel generic pipeline for this approach, based on the PRIDE cluster resources, rather than building a complete archive from scratch. We applied our pipeline to test the identification of endogenous neuropeptides in rat. 33 high probability peptide-induced spectra have been exposed from rat's unidentified spectra in PRIDE cluster's archive.
This paper is a revised and expanded version of a paper entitled 'A pipeline for identifying endogenous neuropeptides from spectral archive' presented at the
 ChongqingBioinfo2017, Chongqing, China, 11-12 November 2017 
Introduction
High throughput Proteomics provides rapidly increasing amounts of MS/MS data (Hubbard and Jones, 2010) , which become a computational challenge to researchers. For mining the information and knowledge from these "Big Data", three ways are usually used: sequence database searching, spectral library searching and de novo identifying (Kusonmano et al., 2016) . The first method searches the query spectra against the sequence database, using various scoring functions to compare MS/MS spectra with theoretical spectra derived from known protein sequences. Then the Peptide-SpectrumMatches (PSMs) with higher scores are chosen with the help of quality control software (Frank, 2009) . The second one is the spectral library method (Griss, 2016, Shao and Lam, 2016) , which searches the query spectra against the confident identified, high quality experimental spectra set. It is faster and more accurate than the first one (Frank et al., 2011) , but it cannot identify spectra of peptides that have not been identified before because the spectra libraries rely on the previously confident PSMs, which comes from the first method or the third one. The third one (de novo identifying) Kim et al., 2009 ) doesn't rely on the previously annotated sequences nor identified spectra, it identifies the peptide from the spectra independently (Diguistini et al., 2009) . It performs very well on the proteomes which do not have reference protein sequences (Minguez and Bork, 2017) .
Even with these three powerful and inter-complementary methods, a big amount of unidentified spectra have been left in the repositories without been really used. Only ~25% of the spectra in PRIDE Archive have been identified as peptides (Vizcaíno et al., 2016) . How can we identify more peptides from this huge unrevealed golden mine? As we know that various MS/MS experiments could produce high similar spectra of the same peptide (Frank et al., 2008; Flikka et al., 2007; Beer et al., 2004) , while the researchers often pay their attentions to their own experiments. If a number of unidentified spectra from various datasets can be connected to other identified spectra by performing accurate spectrum similarity-based comparing, a lot of golds (e.g. biomarkers) would be digged out from the abundantly unrevealed mine. Frank et al. have proposed a powerful method named "spectral archive" to achieve this goal (Frank et al., 2011) .
Spectral archive maintains both identified and unidentified spectra from the various datasets into the "archive", which extends the identified-only libraries. As same as the building of the spectral library, it clusters MS/MS spectra and then calculates a consensus spectrum for the similar spectra in a cluster (Lam et al., 2008) . To make this possible, Frank et al. have proposed a powerful cluster algorithm to cluster more than 1 billion spectra, which implies a very good scalability in dealing with the big MS/MS data (Frank et al., 2008) . With their efforts, they have identified ~5% more unique peptides and ~2% more proteins, proving that spectral archive is a promising way to refer more peptides from the big amount of unidentified spectra in various experiments. One important reason of these enhancements is spectral archive enabled the analysing of the spectra which have been let slip in traditional database searches. They advocated, "Publicly available data should be organised into spectral archives, rather than be analysed as disparate datasets, as is mostly the case today" (Frank et al., 2011) .
Building a complete spectral archive for a lab not only needs them to collect much many proteomics data sets but also needs to prepare comparable computer storage and computing resources (Flikka et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2011) . How can normal researchers benefit from the powerful spectral archive method and the huge public proteomics data sets, without the big efforts to build a complete archive? As one of the most popular and biggest proteomics repository, PRIDE Archive's team has clustered all identified and unidentified spectra from their publicly "complete" datasets for the community (Griss et al., 2013; Vizcaíno et al., 2016) . In release 201504 of PRIDE Cluster, 256 M spectra (111 M unidentified and 66 M identified spectra) have been clustered and 9.1 M originally unidentified spectra were thereby identified by the clustering. They have released spectral libraries for 16 species derived from the reliable identification in PRIDE Cluster, as well as consensus spectra of large unidentified spectral clusters for building the spectral archive. These unidentified consensus spectra are believed to be derived from some unrevealed peptides with higher probability.
These released files could benefit those researchers who don't have enough resources to analyse the whole set of clustered spectra but some special subjects (e.g. species, PTMs types). Furthermore, a famous spectral library search engine, SpectraST (Lam et al., 2007) , has released their latest version (Oct. 2016) with the supporting to build a spectral archive (a library includes unidentified spectra). The standby of data and tools enables researchers to explore in their interesting subjects. Therefore, we here propose a pipeline to utilise these resources for identifying unrevealed peptides in special subjects.
In this paper, we are going to identify the endogenous neuropeptides from previous rat experiments in the archive, with the supporting from an abundant endogenous neuropeptides identification resource built by Secher et al. (2016) . They have proposed a streamlined analytical pipeline for large-scale peptidomics, which includes an optimised sample preparation protocol and an algorithm for reducing the peptide complexity. With their new pipeline, they have identified thousands of neuropeptides and their PTMs from rat hypothalamus (Secher et al., 2016) . We believe this is a good reference spectra set to find endogenous neuropeptides from the spectral archives.
Because of the challenges in peptide degradation and identification following tissue extraction (Svensson et al., 2009; Altelaar et al., 2009) , MS/MS-based peptidomics has been less investigated than proteomics. Therefore, we believe it is interesting and valuable to identify endogenous neuropeptides from the previous proteomics datasets. In this paper, we downloaded 7307 unidentified consensus spectra of rat from PRIDE cluster's to test the pipeline. With our spectral archive search, plus the cross validation library search, we have identified 33 possibly endogenous neuropeptides, which show us some interesting functions and open a way to further experimental analysis.
Materials and methods

Datasets
There are 7307 unidentified consensus rat spectra in high quality clusters of PRIDE Cluster. Each gives us the secondary level spectra information such as peak list, parent ion mass, and charge value, etc. As resources for building spectral archive, none of them has peptide sequence. These unidentified consensus spectra are filtered from the clusters in PRIDE Cluster with cluster size (at least 10), cluster ratio, etc. The file is in .MGF format and can be download from PRIDE Cluster's website: [http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pride/cluster/#/results].
The reference identified spectra are chosen from the publication of Secher's work (Secher et al., 2016) . The experimental data in this study are derived from the LTQ Orbitrap Velos dual-division linear trap and the electrostatic field track well combined high-resolution mass spectrometer. LTQ Orbitrap Velos is a key technology for studying mass spectrometry in proteomics because of its high resolution and high quality accuracy and the ability to analyse multistage mass spectrometry. Through the identification of secondary mass spectrometry, by using protein database search, they got the endogenous neuropeptides identification results. The raw data and identification evidence data are downloaded from project PXD002431 in PRIDE Archive.
Here is the pre-processing of the identified spectra: 32 raw files are converted to .MGF files at first by "Msconvert" (Adusumilli and Mallick, 2017) from Transproteomic pipeline (TPP) v5.0 (Pedrioli, 2010) , with the only filter as "-filter msLevel 2" to retrieve the secondary MS/MS spectra. Then the PSMs are retrieved from the "evidence.zip" by our own Python program and then inserted into the .MGF files, as one "SEQ" line in each spectra's meta data area.
Similarity comparisons in searching
The key of sequence database search method is matching between theoretical spectrum and experimental spectrum (May et al., 2011) . With the theoretical peptide sequences from protein sequence databases, search engine uses the corresponding rules to produce a theoretical spectrum, based on the ion type and relative intensity. The size of these protein sequence databases is large and still incomplete, and the data are highly redundant (databanks keep redundant sequences with many identical and nearly identical sequences, natural sequences often have high sequence identities due to gene duplication (Park et al., 2000) ), which not only affect the search time of the databases but also the quality of the search results and the number of identified proteins.
Spectral library search is another kind of database search. Firstly, the high quality identification results are retrieved from the previously identified spectra databases, to establish the consistency spectral library. Then the spectral library will be searched against as the candidate spectra set, the similarities between the query experimental spectra are calculated with the candidate spectra. There is a basic theory has been based upon: the specific organic molecules will be broken in a stable manner in the mass spectrometer and that the same molecule will have the similar fragmentation form (similar spectrum). The similarity calculation between the experimental spectrum and the experimental spectrum which can take full advantage of all mass spectral features, including actual peak intensity, neutral loss of fragments, and a variety of uncommon or even unrecognised segments that determine the best match based on these characteristics.
The similarity comparison in the spectral archive is almost as same as it in the spectral library, the difference is that some spectra in the archive do not have peptide sequences, so the similarity calculation between the query spectrum and the target spectrum is pure spectra comparing, without any information from identified peptides.
Spectral archive search pipeline
The pipeline is shown in Figure 1 , of which the left part is the standard archive search. We have introduced a standard spectral library searching procedure (the right part) to do cross-validation for the search results of spectral archive searching, to get more confident identifications. Spectral archive building, searches, and spectral library building, searches were all carried out with SpectraST in TPP version 5.0 (Lam, 2011) . For the "spectral archive search" procedure, we use the "fval >= 0.5" as the threshold, which is trained by the authors of SpectraST. For the "library search" procedure, we have added a PeptideProphet (Keller et al., 2002) calculation to get a better discriminant score function and a more confident threshold (p = 1). The reason why we don't use PeptideProphet in "archive searching model" is its original algorithm is designed for normal library searching and sequence searching result, we don't have confident on the output of PeptideProphet calculation on archive search results.
Spectral archive search
Here are the details of the spectral archive building and searching procedure. For the Archive building, with the downloaded consensus spectra file in .MGF format, we converted it into mzML file format with "MSConvert" in TPP version 5. Then we use SpectraST to build the spectral archive with "spectrast-cN archive_name consensus_spectramzML_file" command. In which "c" means "create", and "N" is for "archive" model, which supports building the archive with only spectra (without the identified peptide information). This function has been introduced in the latest version of TPP (version 5, released in Oct. 2016) . The other parameters used in creating are all the default.
After built spectral archive which contains all rat's unidentified consensus spectra from PRIDE Cluster, we do the SpectraST search to get similarity clues between the identified endogenous neuropeptides' spectra and the unidentified consensus spectra. With the similarity scores, we can infer endogenous neuropeptides for these previously unidentified consensus spectra from PRIDE Cluster.
We firstly converted the .MGF files to .mzML files, which could be processed by SpectraST faster than the original .MGF files. Then we used the "spectrast-sL archive_name query_mzML files" to search against the spectral archive, then output the results into .pep.xml files, which contains multiple scores and the final discriminant score "fval". At last, we filtered the results with a threshold "fval >= 0.5", which is trained by the authors of SpectraST.
To make the identification results more confident, we used a traditional spectral library search to cross-validate the spectral archive searching result.
Spectral library search
As shown in Figure 1 , the first step in library search is building spectra library. To import the peptide identification information into the spectral library, firstly we chose to build the data in a .msp file which is supported by SpectraST and can stores the identification information within it. With our own written Python code (code 1, in Appendix), we have converted and merged all .MGF files from PXD002432 into a .msp file, the example spectrum in .msp could be found at Figure 2 . With the .msp file, we built the spectral library with default parameters, after command line "spectrast-cF identified.msp". Here, u -cF" is the option for creating a library, "identified.msp" is the .msp file we created which contains the identified peptide sequence and the spectra's informations such as charge, precursor ion's molecular weight, mass and peak list.
Again we have used the default parameters to do the spectral library search with command "spectrast-sL identified.splib results_rat_id0_s10.mzML". With these input data, spectral library and default parameters, we only get 3 good matches above the default threshold (fval >=0.5), it obvious that the matches' scores have been affected by the searching strategy.
After inspecting into the results, we found that a lot of match pairs in archive searching has also been reversely matched in the library searching, but with lower fval scores below 0.5. To find the reasonable matches, we used an identification validator software PeptideProphet which is based on the expected maximum algorithm of the statistical method (Ma et al., 2012) . It is designed for tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) and database searching for peptide identification, and it is also could be used for calculation after spectral library search, with the added support for library searches' scores. By using the effective information such as database/library search scores, trypsin termination number and missing number of splits as parameters, PeptideProphet can be used to accurately distinguish the incorrectly assigned peptides and calculate the correct probability of each peptide assigned to the query spectrum.
With PeptideProphet's help, we finally got 418 matches (239 matches with unique unidentified consensus spectra) be assigned probabilities as 1. 
Results
Search results
With the spectral archive search, which is based on purely spectrum-spectrum comparison without the sequence information, we got 44 unique spectra been referred to endogenous neuropeptides (fval >= 0.5). With the traditional library search, which is based on both spectrum-spectrum comparison and peptide information, we got 418 highest probably matches (239 matches with unique consensus spectra) which were learned from statistics distribution models with the help of PeptideProphet. We believe the intersection spectra between these two result sets are the most confident inferring, the final number is 33 and the sets are shown in Table A1 in Appendix.
Gene ontology analysis
To examine the functional profile and to further understand these potential endogenous neuropeptides in previous proteomics experiments, we have done the Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment analysis on them. Firstly, we extracted the corresponding protein accession numbers and gene names from the matched reference identification data, then we obtained 44 unique genes from UniProt database. The Gene Ontology (GO) and pathway enrichment analysis were performed by DAVID (The Database for Annotation, Visualisation, and Integrated Discovery) online platform built by National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (Jr et al., 2003) . With the option of "OFFICIAL_GENE_SYMBOL", and choosing of P-value <0.05 for the statistically significant GO function, DAVID enriched 44 unique genes. Table A2 in Appendix shows the detail enrichments: 21 Biological processes, 27 Cellular components, 11 Molecular functions.
The genes were enriched by KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopaedia of Genes and Genomes) to do the pathway enrichment, with the DAVID web service [https://david.ncifcrf.gov/ summary.jsp]. The results showed that the endogenous peptide genes in these rat hypothalamus tissues were involved in ten signal pathways of which include 37 genes, each pathway and gene count as shown in Table 1 , and the gene count as shown in Figure 3 .The main purpose of our pipeline is to identify more spectra in previous experiments. Table 2 gives top 4 previous proteomics projects (ranked by identified peptides No., the others only contain 1 peptide respectively), which have previously unidentified spectra belonging to the clusters of the 33 consensus spectra. The full table could be found at Table A3 in Appendix. From Table A3 we can find out that project PRD000507 has been identified 20 endogenous neuropeptides by our work. The title "The effects of chronic treatment with mood stabilisers on the rat hippocampal postsynaptic density proteome" tells us that the authors were studying the neurons and our results confirmed that there are some endogenous neuropeptides in this specific proteome. 
Discussion
In this manuscript, we presented a novel and generic bioinformatics pipeline to identify unrevealed MS/MS spectra from previously analysed data sets, in a specific subject through spectral archive searching and have done intersection validation with spectra library search on the result. Such method uses the public archive files from PRIDE Cluster in a specific subject (a specific subset of tissues, species, or diseases, etc.), without collecting all related MS/MS data to build and maintain a spectra archive. This feature is important because we don't need to rebuild the wheel when there is a good and free wheel. We tested this pipeline on rat, to identify more neuropeptides from previous proteomics datasets. We subsequently analysed the obtained unique neuropeptides for their original proteomics experiment projects. These results indicated a promising output: 20 out of all 33 neuropeptides are founded in a proteomics data set, which also studied on the neuro cells. This confirmed that our pipeline is promising: it can confidently identify peptides from the spectral archive. These endogenous peptides of new found in previous proteomics datasets could be possible drug targets, further indicating that our approach was able to yield actionable results.
In conclusion, our generic bioinformatics pipeline allows researchers in differential proteomics to identify unique peptides from PRIDE Cluster's previously built spectral archives, without the need to rely on data collecting, spectral archive building. The unique peptides identified by our pipeline may indicate significant importance between the considered proteomics/peptidomics data sets. Moreover, our pipeline can be applied retroactively to existing data as it is compatible with any shotgun proteomics data set. 
